A community of runners helping runners
Set a goal, chart your progress and get help
along the way! Start at eachcoach.com/goal
coach me if you ran

set a goal
Trever Wittock Training for a
10K that I’d like to run around
September-ish.

It’s a fact: You’re more likely to stick to your goals if you declare them in public.

San Wong Complete the GoodLife half marathon under 2:15.

Kate Woods To complete 10K in
training on Saturday.

chart your progress

Debbie Armstrong I’m into
my taper, so it’s
just light running,
rest, hydrate and
then it’s all up
to what that day
brings. It’s been a
wonderful experience training for
the ATB race.
Valerie
Beauchesne
Managed 29K
last week and ran
a 14.2K LSD on
Sunday.
Ivo Biancucci
This week it was
a refreshing 10K
run by the lake.
Pumped up for my
30K!
Matt Black Ran
72K so far this
month. Ran 5K in
24:45 today.
Larry Brettingham One week
until Around the
Bay. A minor surgery has me resting, but I’m ready
to race.
Robert Brouillette With just
one week till
Around The Bay
5K, diet and rest/
recovery has all
been going very
well. I can’t wait
to hit a new PB!
Chris Butz Did
25K Saturday, 12K
Sunday: a month
away from the Gopher Marathon!
Caroline Capel
Another 10 miles
in the bag this
morning!
Susan Chin Ran
25K today in winter conditions.
Proud of myself in
getting out there
in -23 wind chill.
Jeff Cooper 16K
tempo run at race
pace, followed
by a tough 23K
the next day ... at
exactly the same
pace! Where did
that come from?
Yvonette Creary
Walking at least
4K twice a week.
Cassandra
Crichton All
that’s standing
between today
and race day at

ATB are a few
short and quick
runs, a hectic
workweek and
massive amounts
of carbs!
Sylvia Decelles
Still on track for
the half marathon
in Ottawa in May!
Yvonne Delahunt I escaped

before my 800m
race! My first
meet as a AAA
athlete.
Jessica Faulkner
Participated in my
first 10K race and
ran a PB.
Sandra Francis
Still running, but
I’ve realized it
needs to be the

Got a couple 30K
runs in, getting
the mileage up
now so I can gear
down, work on
speed, and ramp
up for Boston!
Christopher
John Greig Completed 100K this
week; right leg
remains sore, but

Elaine Domsy Completed 65K with a
few 10K runs and a longer run of 16K.
Been tapering for Around the Bay.
the cold Canadian
winter over the
March break and
did a couple of
shorter runs in
Florida. This was
sandwiched by a
cold 25K run before I left and an
even colder 25K
run when I got
back. I’m ready
for ATB!
Vanessa Di Battista Ran 8.5K,
adjusted my half
goal to run 15K,
walk the rest.
Michael Drukarsh Trying to
push the cold and
snow out of my
head and focus on
the blue sky and
sunshine! Ready
to rock the 30K!
Jill Eagleson
Running 1:49 in
GoodLife half
marathon as part
of training for
Berlin Marathon
in September.
Lily Edmunds I
had a blast at the
Flying Angels indoor meet. Except
when I feel flat
on my face 3 min

first thing I do
when I get up in
the morning rather than the last
thing I do at the
end of the day.
Ryan Gallant
Training is coming along great.
Thanks to Doug
and Jen from
Grimsby Runners.
Marc Gaudet 30K
Ned Gelinas I’m
pain free, strong
as I’ve ever been,
got new sneaks,
and I’m ready to
run. My base run
as of today is a
strong 15K, leaving 27K to add.
Christie-Carson
Ginger Managed
almost 8K on Sunday and plan to
do 10 this week.
Should be very
ready for race day
— even though
I’ll be 7-months
pregnant.
Laurence
Girouard I ran
the NYC half last
Sunday and had a
PB! Next step: 5K
at Lasalle!
Colin Goudreau

despite this I am
ready and excited
next Sunday’s
race. Best of
all, my children,
Jaden and Emma,
will be there at
the race for support.
Rob Howell Looking forward to
hitting the peak
of my training in
prep for the Ottawa Marathon.
Eric Jacques I
was supposed to
run 26K, but I ended up running 21
because I didn’t
have enough
time to finish. No
problem whatsoever, I’m looking
forward to next
week’s long run!
Angela Jonnson
I have less than a
month to Boston.
Everything hurts.
EVERYTHING.
Like even my baby
toe. Do you think
Beyoncé ever
hurts? Dayummmm. I will make
it. SO. CLOSE. I.
CAN. FEEL. IT.
Hannah Kozlow-

feAtured race

David Zaremba Break the two
hour mark for the half marathon,
which I have never been able to do.

Carol Zeni To train and complete my very first marathon!

Yi Qun Zhu Marathon Time:
3 hours 55 minutes.

Sharing strides toward your goals inspires other runners.

ski Unfortunately
my training may
have led me to a
stress fracture
and a walking
boot. I had to stop
running so I can
run next season
or next year. I
have learned a lot
about personal
health and perseverance. And I am
already planning
my next race.
Robert Laurin
Have moved my
training schedule
ahead and committed to a 5K run
every lunch hour
and two 10K runs
on the weekend.
Leanne Loney
My body is ready.
My shoes were
chosen. But life
has gotten in the
way. I need to refocus my life towards the Mississauga Marathon
on May 4 (my 35th
birthday!) and let
ATB go.
Linda Macchia
No running all
last week due to
a severe cold and
cough. Focusing
on recovery so I
can come back
strong.
Arturo Mahecha
I ran 16K.
Kristen McGlynn I have now
lost 25.5 lbs in
6 weeks. Need
to start walking
nightly to build
myself up for the
5K in May.
Kelli McRobert
Unplanned 5K
race today, managed to best my
PB. It felt great
during my sprint
to the finish!
Naomi Miller
Bought the new
Asics Kayano 20
for my half marathon training and
ran my second
16K training run
in 1:20! It’s the
shoes!
Charles Minor
Last long run today! It has been a
tough winter for
running but I’m

feeling ready and
excited about racing on Sunday!
Jenny Moscrop
I have winter fatigue; this week’s
plan is to continue
with the 8K runs,
and work on my
conditioning.
Andrea Olive
Suffered my first
injury in three
years. After 50
rock solid miles
last week my
Achilles had
enough.. Not being able to run
reminds us how
awesome running
is. I would rather
run slow and
steady than not
run at all!
Carl Oliver Running Around The
Bay in Hamilton
on March 30 to
test my race pace
for the Mississauga Marathon.
Jarek Pachocki
One week to the
Around the Bay.
Feeling great,
confident and

running group for
a number of years
to meet local runners and use the
great trails. This
week I did it!
Wendy Piedimonte Completed last LSD
before ATB this
Sunday. Couple
of 5K and one 10K
this week. ATB
on Sunday. Goal:
break 3:27.
Bob Plamondon
Hard to tell winter
running from
spring running!
Sandy Poitras
Planned on 11K
on country roads
Saturday, but
the 15 cm snow
dumping led
to treacherous
unplowed conditions everywhere.
Two of us did a
slow, slippery 5K
through town,
with simple goal
of not breaking
legs, before packing it in at a local
coffee shop.
Claudia Pom-

Carrie O’Neill Thanks to
my supportive husband
and my running stroller
I am able to get out for at
least three runs a week.
looking forward
to the experience.
Maureen Peniuk
I have wanted to
initiate a local

eroy I ran the big
hill for Around the
Bay 3 times!
Catherine Powell Ran 18K today

— cold and soo
windy — I hate
winter!
Angela Rafique
With only a handful of weeks left
before my first
race, I’m going to
need a lot of motivation and some
nice weather to
get those distances done.
Dvora Rotenberg
Woke up to minus
14C feeling like
-22 with the wind
chill. It I said no
way, read for a
while and went
back to sleep. I
just can’t hack the
cold this year.
Bridget Roussy
Around the Bay
this Sunday! It’s
been a long winter of training, we
got this!
Anna Maria
Scarpato Did a
miserable 12.5K
on Tuesday. It was
tough, but I refuse
to wait for mother
nature to wake
from her slumber
in order for me to
get out there.
Johnny Schabert
32K in 2:32 = running pretty quick
Bernadette
Schultz I ran my
LSD on Saturday,
completed 10K in
very good time!
Sanj Selvarajah
I’ve been doing
core exercises in
the basement.
As soon as the
weather gets
over 7 degrees, I
will start running
regularly.
Jill Seymour This
past weekend I
ran the 10K at
the Ottawa St
Patrick’s Day race
at a 4:30/km pace
which was exactly
my goal! Next is
the Ottawa half
marathon in less
than 1:26:00!
Mark Sheldrake
Huge running
week for me, well
over 100K.
Shirley
Skorbiasky
I ran 14 miles

Mark Edwards I ran
5K this morning, my
first run since pulling
my hamstring two
weeks ago.
yesterday and I
was tired for half
a day. I’ll do that
speed work, I’m
committed!
Allan Smith Went
to Florida for a
week and had
five glorious runs
in +22C. Back to
Ottawa and -20C
wind chill for my
12K long run in
the snow. Giddyup.
Sandra Sukstorf
This winter hasn’t
been pretty, but
I managed to
log 1,127K in the
snow, sleet and
ice.
Margarita
Surikova I have
found a running
buddy in my area
and now we meet
regularly three
times a week for
different runs:
speedwork, distance and so on.
It’s more fun!
Anne-Marie
Sutherland Need
to tweak my training to reach my
10K time goal
next month.
Christine Tabib
Trying to pick
up the pace and

run through the
never-ending winter conditions.
Shereen Thompson Gonna do it!
Sore ankle, burnt
plantar wart and
all. Won’t be a record breaker, but
it’ll be challenge
taker!!!
Wendy Tokeson
Yesterday was my
longest long run. I
ran 24.5K
Lisa Truscott
Training today
was to be 32K for
us marathoners. I
bailed at 17K.
Lydia Vale
In spite of the
terrible conditions, I have managed to get my
bike out to crosstrain.
Suzanne
VanSligtenhorst
I ran 16K in 2:02!
Kathi Wilson
Travelled to London and Paris with
21 teens. Spring
had arrived and
running in the
morning in shorts
was surreal.
Rachel Zimner
I actually laced
up my shoes and
went out there!

Looking for a goal? Join other EachCoachers at this starting line.

The GoodLife Fitness Toronto Marathon is Sunday, May 4. The marathon,
half-marathon, 5K and relay races are fast, scenic and mostly downhill.
Entry fees increase at midnight, March 31. Register at torontomarathon.com.

get help along the way
Jodi Dodge asks I am new to my running group and I can’t seem to find
a good pace group for me. I’m too slow for one group and a little too fast
for the other group. I strength train on Monday and Friday with weights
for an hour, and do other running and exercise in the week. Am I doing
too much and is it slowing my running times?
Stephen Bogardo replies Let’s cut to the quick and answer your specific
questions: Yes, you are doing too much strength training, and yes, it
is slowing down your running. You should strength train no more than
twice a week for up to an hour in total. More is not better, especially
since your four strength sessions seem to be limiting your running to 3X/
week (instead of the preferred 4 or 5X), and none of your runs appear to
be speed intervals or hill repeats. On a second point, you’re correct in
scheduling strength training and running on the same day, but your running should come before, not after, your strength session. Research has
shown that by doing the strength work first, your ability to sustain fast
times in a run done later in the day would be reduced significantly.

Ask us a question; we’ll find you a coach from our community.

Tony Leslie asks As I’m doing my long runs, 25-32K, I’ve begun to really
be aware that at the start I strike midfoot to front, and as I tire around
25K I seem to go back to my comfort zone and become more of a heel
striker. Is it normal to strike different as you tire or after a hill? Any
suggestions to stay more midfoot?
Paul Wallis replies I would suggest starting by running barefoot about
100m before and after a workout. Attempting to increase cadence of
foot landing, focusing on midfoot landing, and running under your centre of gravity, with a gentle lifting motion. Be sure to select a surface
that’s flat, smooth and hard (a gymnasium floor, or smooth bike trail
works well), and stay away from running on grass (it can hide glass
and other debris). The distance can be increased over time up to 1K.
Raymond Prenoveau asks What should my goal be for Around the Bay
30K if my end of May 2014 marathon goal is 3:55?
Michael Drukarsh replies Mathematically, you should be looking at a
finish time of 2:47. With almost two months between the events, aim
for time between 2:50 and 2:55 at ATB, recover, then focus on interval

training to bring your speed up! Good luck and remember, your first
goal should always be to cross the finish line with a smile!
Susan Chin asks I’m currently having a little Achilles tendinitis
and have dialed back my mileage. What is the safest way to
increase mileage?
Hannah Kozlowski replies Slowly. To run a good race you only need
three solid runs a week, your long run and two hard runs. Preferably
hill training, intervals or fartlek, and if there is any pain you have to cut
back again. Any other runs can be replaced with low impact activity.
Vanessa Di Battista asks I’ve been injured, and adjusted my goal accordingly. I’m still not meeting my adjusted weekly goals, and I’m
becoming discouraged. Any help is appreciated.
Ben Kaplan replies Remember that any run is a good run and discouragement is a bag of chips on the couch. Keep fighting the good fight,
celebrating the finish lines you do cross and remembering that being
able to run is a gift! Let everything else slide off your shoes.

questions? comments? We’d love to hear from you! Email Ben Kaplan at hello@eachcoach.com
The information available on EachCoach does not constitute medical or health advice. We recommend consulting your doctor before undertaking any activities described here.

